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Abstract

Despite the premise of better data, Electronic Health Record (EHR) data quality remains problematic. Traditional approaches for improving data quality through semantic and syntactic controls have not resolved the problems. To use the medical vernacular – “we have addressed the symptoms but not the cause.” This paper reports on an exploratory study undertaken in a large maternity hospital with an aim to expose detractors from high-quality data in EHRs. The study involved a perceptions survey that was completed by Nursing and Midwifery staff; chosen because of known data quality challenges in their area of practice. The study results indicate social, cultural and environmental aspects of information systems (IS) use are equally as problematic as the IS itself. A lack of agreement amongst healthcare practitioners surrounding what data quality means is also evident, with time, culture and lacking formal education on data quality being contributors to lower data quality outcomes.
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# 1 INTRODUCTION

Electronic Health Records (EHRs) enhance patient care through the centralised collection, storage and management of patient demographic, clinical and diagnostic data. This assists in providing clinicians and healthcare service providers timely and efficient access to all relevant information, inclusive of medical history, for an episode of patient care (Sundararaman and Ramanathan 2016). More advanced solutions use this information for automated decision support, increasing the speed of primary care diagnoses alongside early warning detection of change in a patient’s condition. The success of EHRs lie in the level of reliability of the information it provides – high quality data is always required to operate appropriately. EHRs aim to reduce data quality issues through the cross-integration of various components of healthcare management under one umbrella, making data available across key stakeholders in the organisation as it is captured. For example, as soon as the results of diagnostic imaging or pathology results are captured in the EHR, they are immediately accessible by the treating clinicians in the ward. In general, systems with lesser quality data risk facilitating wrong diagnoses, potentially leading to inefficient processes and delays, financial loss and patient harm (ECRI Institute PSO 2015; Haug et al. 2011; Keene et al. 2018; Shulte and Fortune 2018; Vanderhook and Abraham 2017).

Data quality literature in healthcare tends to focus on semantic and syntactic data quality (i.e. the structural definition of data as it relates to IS) (Batini et al. 2009). This is a bottom up approach, retrospectively attempting to manage data quality issues through identification of problems and implementing controls to manage these issues (Almutiry et al. 2013; Orr 1998). Although EHRs provide better integration of data to minimise manual data entry duplication, various technology constraints and a lack of standards can restrict the degree of integration possible. This has caused manual data entry to remain a principle method for EHR data acquisition (Mays and Mathias 2019). Regardless of this manual approach, there remains less focus on understanding the problems and challenges faced by the people performing this manual data entry. Studies of human behaviour, and of IS use, theorise that attitudes and behaviours of the people performing the data entry effect data quality outcomes, with some studies suggesting problems of manually acquired data may lie with the data entry operator (Charnock et al. 2019; Haegemans et al. 2016). Despite their prevalence in research, there is limited empirical insights of attitudes and behaviours relating to data quality and manually acquired data in practice, especially in the EHR clinical setting.

To analyse the effects of this manual entry, this study was undertaken with the support of a large tertiary maternity hospital in Australia. This hospital delivers close to 10,000 babies each year and caters for the full spectrum of care from straightforward deliveries to the most complex care cases. In 2007, this hospital implemented an obstetric EHR. This solution employs an archetype model to capture and represent data (Beale 2001) and was tailored to the facility to ensure that the key focus was placed on capturing the maternity care path. This was achieved by mirroring the pre-existing paper-based record structure. The implementation of the EHR however, did not replace the existing paper record, thus it remains today as a core part of what is a hybrid patient record (Houben et al. 2015).

Since the inception of this EHR, there have been ongoing challenges with data quality – most noticeably in meeting statutory reporting obligations. Data for reporting must be exported from the EHR and manually adjusted to meet the data quality requirements imposed by the State Government health authority. There are gaps in the data available in the EHR, as not all data is transcribed from the paper record. Various attempts have been made to reduce the manual cleansing required – improvements to the structure of the data capture interface (including increasing syntactic controls), simplification of archetypes, enhancements to the EHR rules, and additional resourcing to assist with workload. These attempts have had mixed success in reducing data quality issues and consequently a significant amount of on-going manual work is required to make the data satisfactory for reporting.

The aim of this exploratory study is to expose detractors from high-quality data in the EHR, as identified by the users of the EHR within the clinical care setting. This study expands the body of research about data quality in healthcare, by providing fresh insights from the perspective of the EHR user and in the context of manually acquired data.

# 2 RELATED WORK

Much of the research within the field of data quality centres on the semantic and syntactic aspects of data (i.e. the way data is defined and the rules that surround it) and predefined sets of measurements, commonly referred to as dimensions (Jayawardene et al. 2013). These dimensions are generally used to determine the degree to which data is ‘fit for purpose’ – thus the focus is on data use after it has been
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Orr (1998) hypothesised that “data quality in an information system is a function of its use and not of its collection” (P7). However, the collection method of manual data entry remains a primary mechanism for acquiring data in EHRs, and if the data is incorrect then the impact to patients and patient care could be significant.

Models such as those proposed by Nelson et al. (2005;) and Pai and Huang (2011) have examined how the dimensions of data quality may effect IS use and perceived usefulness – but their examinations do not consider how key behavioural (i.e. social, cultural and environmental) aspects effect data quality. These effects on data quality have been explored, to some degree, by examining the role of subjective norms and beliefs on perceived levels of control and personal innovativeness in IS use (Craswell et al. 2014a; Hubona and Geitz 1997; Jackson et al. 2013; Kortteisto et al. 2010). However, while these findings are useful for prediction, they do not explain why data quality problems occur.

In contrast, studies in healthcare have largely focused on the technical aspects of data quality (Craswell et al. 2013; Kerr 2006; Strong et al. 1997) with a specific focus on data use. Conversely, there are frameworks developed to address data quality in healthcare with a focus on EHRs themselves (Almutiry et al. 2013). Yet, there are few studies that attempt to tease out specific causes of data quality problems (particularly in relation to manual data entry) within EHRs. Charnock (2019, p. 94) also noted that there is no definition of data quality specific to health, and proposed the following: “Data which is accurate, complete, used solely for the purpose it was originally collected for and is available when the user expects it to be available.” However, this definition lists only three dimensions of data quality (completeness, accuracy and timeliness), whereas established research indicates that there are eight dimensions and thirty-three patterns that apply in the data quality context (Jayawardene et al. 2013). The definition is further limiting as a significant amount of health data is captured for primary and secondary use (including perinatal data reporting). The suggested problem can be theorised as a lack of understanding about how data is used.

The assessment of data quality in healthcare appears to be somewhat constrained to the same three data quality dimensions as identified above - completeness, accuracy, and timeliness – as identified by Chen et al. (2014) in a review of literature. The researchers noted that “measuring the perceptions of end users or consumers towards data quality will enrich our understanding of data quality issues” (P5187). In our study we aim to contribute to the body of knowledge by answering this call and studying perceptions of EHR users in a clinical care setting.

3 METHODS

This study was conducted with the intention of focusing on the management of perinatal data by Nurses and Midwives. This group of participants was chosen because they are representative of users who work directly with manually acquired data in a clinical care setting, and because there is evidence that the data they deal with (perinatal data) has extensive problems. By way of example, data recorded in the EHR by midwifery staff can be inconsistent with data recorded in the paper record by medical staff. Handwritten notes are entered contemporaneously, however the electronic record is usually completed some hours after the event, resulting in errors in times of critical events, such as time of birth of baby. This group was also chosen because perinatal data extracts are submitted to a health authority for analysis, research and health planning, and is a hospital licencing requirement. The health authority has detailed (documented) data validation rules which they apply and feedback in terms of data problems are returned to the source hospital for correction. There are strict deadlines for correction and resubmission of data, which are often exceeded again due to the human effort required to manually source and correct data. Non-compliance could be seen as a breach and there are financial penalties that can be applied by the health authority.

Given the aim of this study is to expose underlying detractors from high quality, manually acquired EHR data - we adopted a survey-based approach to elicit the perceptions and challenges of the people performing data entry. The following sub-sections provide further methodological details.

3.1 Instrument Design

An online survey was chosen as the tool to obtain perceptions and challenges about data quality from staff so as to minimise intrusion, and give staff the most flexibility in terms of when they could participate (Evans and Mathur 2005). The survey was voluntary and anonymous to protect the identity of respondents. As the hospital operates 24 hours per day, an online survey provides an opportunity to have a cross section of employee types and professions included.
An open style of questioning combining qualitative and quantitative approaches (Kaplan and Duchon 1988), was used with a neutral tone. The response variables are a combination of the 7-point Likert scale (where 1=“Strongly Disagree”, 4=“Neutral” and 7=“Strongly Agree”) whereby categorical, binary and open-ended text were utilised. The survey instrument was peer reviewed and pilot-tested by a group of data management professionals prior to launching.

The questions in the survey were divided into three parts:

i. **General demographic information.** This section was designed to capture basic demographic information about the participants, including their degree of data quality education and awareness.

ii. **Data quality perceptions.** Research indicates that users of health IS are more likely to use the systems if the perceived value (i.e. of benefit to them) is high (Pai and Huang 2011). Studies on data quality in health have also highlighted this need for clear definition of roles and accountabilities in regards to data and records management, also recommending training or the need for specific qualifications to be obtained for some roles (Craswell et al. 2014a; Health Information and Quality Authority 2011, p. 17). Accordingly, in this set of questions we examined the respondents’ knowledge about data quality, in terms of understanding its meaning and importance. We explored their perceptions of the importance of each of the data quality dimensions, and the importance of data quality to a set of primary and secondary use functions. Finally, we explored roles and responsibilities for managing data, and specific EHR use.

iii. **Challenges of managing data.** An open-ended question at the end of the protocol was dedicated to capturing perceived challenges with managing data in the given context. We opted for an open-ended question as it allowed us to elicit feedback that structured questions may not (Reja et al. 2003). This also allowed us to tap into emotional aspects of data quality to further elicit attitudes (Greer 1988), which is an important aspect of our study.

### 3.2 Study Population & Sampling Procedure

The study cohort (n=678) was identified by hospital management as users of the obstetric EHR. The study cohort consisted of Nurses (24%), Midwives (63%), and other health professionals such as clinical facilitators, case managers and caseload managers (13%).

An anonymous online survey link, cover letter and participant information sheet were distributed via email to the study population by the hospital’s Chief Medical Officer. A follow up reminder was sent each week during the survey period, running for the whole of November 2018. A total of 127 responses were received, of which 79 were complete (incomplete responses have been excluded from data analysis).

### 3.3 Data Analysis

Upon completion of the collation of these results, statistical analysis was performed using IBM SPSS v.25. The characteristics of the respondents were analysed using descriptive statistics. Cronbach’s alpha correlation coefficient was used to measure the internal consistency of the scale variables with $\alpha=0.9$; considered to be a good result (George and Mallery 2016). The open-ended question, ‘What are your 3 biggest challenges with managing data?’ was coded based on themes in the text. Where the themes aligned with data quality characteristics, as defined by Zhang et al. (2014), the data quality characteristic was used. Where a specific data quality characteristic could not be identified (e.g. time, culture, etc.), the theme was captured instead.

### 4 RESULTS

The results of this study were collated and categorised using the respondents selected profession. A list was provided which specified each of the professions (Nurse, Midwife, Other) to ensure accuracy. This question allowed for data analysis by profession (Figure 1: Characteristics of the survey respondents).

Of the 79 responses, the distribution of the responses by profession was 33 Midwives, 14 Nurses and 7 indicated a combined profession of “Nurse and Midwife”. The remaining 25 chose “Other” as their profession, representing all other clinical roles. The survey results also indicate that 94% of Nurses and Midwives have formal tertiary qualifications. This is not unexpected as a relevant tertiary education would be a requirement of these roles.
Our analysis of this data indicates that 57% of the Nurses and Midwives were over the age of 45, and 51% had been working in the same hospital for more than ten years. In addition, 61% of respondents were part-time.

4.1 Data Quality Perceptions

Respondents were initially asked who they felt should be responsible for data quality (Figure 2: Perception of responsibility for data management); multiple responses were possible. ‘Self’ and ‘Manager’ are ranked highest, with ‘Everyone’ ranked in the bottom 3. What we can ascertain from this result is a sense that individuals know they should be responsible for data within their area, but in a broader sense, that the responsibility sits with other individuals.

Respondents were asked to identify the importance of quality data to areas of primary and secondary use (Figure 3: Importance of data quality to various hospital functions). When it came to patient care and research use of data, we see agreement that quality data was most important. When the use related to billing however, inclusive of reporting and rostering, we see an increased number of neutral responses. We posit from the analysis of this question that staff do not have a clear understanding of how the information is used, beyond the immediate primary use of caring for patients.

This finding suggests that additional contextual data quality education may be beneficial to help the data producers understand the value of the secondary use of data (Botsis et al. 2010).
Respondents were asked about their understanding of what data quality means, and if they had received data quality education. Further questions in this section explored the importance of each of the dimensions of data quality in general (Figure 4: Perceived importance of data quality dimensions). Accuracy, Availability & Accessibility, and Reliability & Credibility were the highest responses, while Consistency and Validity received the lowest rankings. Some responses (Consistency, Usability & Interpretability for example) have strong neutral responses. 77.7% of Nurses and Midwives responded positively that they were aware of what data quality means and 46.3% indicated they had received data quality education. Of those who indicated they had received data quality education, 17.7% responded that they had received formal education, and 39.2% responded that they learned about data quality on the job. These results indicate that most of the Nurses and Midwives cohort have not had formal data quality education, but that most have managed to develop awareness of the concept; primarily through workplace learning.

The respondents were then asked to indicate if they felt data quality education would be beneficial for themselves or their team. 96% of Nurses and Midwives felt data quality education would benefit them, and 90% felt data quality education would benefit their team. This high response indicates a significant opportunity to improve data quality through providing training and suggests that Nurses and Midwives are not confident in their knowledge about data quality, yet most recognise its importance.

### 4.2 Data Quality Challenges

Our analysis of the open-ended responses (Figure 5: Challenges of data quality mapped to data quality dimensions) indicates which data quality dimensions were the most challenging. In total, we coded 113 discreet feedback items. In comparing these responses with the perceived importance of data quality dimensions (Figure 4: Perceived importance of data quality dimensions), Accuracy appears to be the most important, and the most challenging.

Availability and Accessibility also scored high, identifying that getting access to information is both important and a challenge. While Usability & Interpretability scored high in the coded challenges, it was ranked third from last in terms of perceived importance. This mismatch between importance and use is interesting as it displays a difference between perceived use, and actual use, which could be a potential avenue for further investigation.

In addition to the coded data quality impacts, a number of non-data quality related responses were provided as reasons for why there are data quality challenges (Figure 6: Themes affecting data quality).
Whilst all challenges are interesting, the top five challenges account for 72% of the results, thus we focus on these below.

**Time.** Lack of time was indicated as the strongest detractor from providing quality data. For example, one respondent stated:

“Being time poor and having excessive work load, lack of support from team, understaffing, acuity, time to collect data and staff attitudes to staff collection.”

According to our data, time is affected by staffing levels, workloads, duplication of effort and patient acuity. Respondents also indicated that fatigue (in relation to workloads and understaffing) effects the ability to enter high quality data. Culture

There were also comments that clinical documentation isn’t properly completed and correctly entered into the obstetric EHR before handover, leading to information gaps. For example:

“Incomplete or missing information for privately managed patients... in their poorly written medical notes. This makes it more difficult to capture accurate data.”

“Having other clinicians agree that the EHR provided antenatal history is not the job of only one department. That is the patient is admitted, it is the responsibility of the clinician caring for her. Sometimes the OB doesn’t ask all that we do or share their appointment notes. Not all data collected in the EHR is visible in-patient record, and some clinicians don’t access the EHR data until discharge.”

**Information systems:** Respondents stated there were too many IS where they must input data, which often causes duplication of data. For example, one respondent indicated:

“Unbooked patients who come into birth suite in labour - it’s impossible to fill in the whole of the EHR. It takes time to enter data into the EHR and often you have to repeat the same information more than once.”

Respondents also indicated that the EHR archetype model needed to be adjusted to better align with the clinical care pathways, making data entry easier. Better integration between IS was suggested by respondents to reduce duplicate data entry.

**Education:** Knowing how to access data, and what to do with it once they found it was reported. Comments suggested that some staff may not understand the importance of the data and therefore not put as much care into their data entry. Specific training in the EHR was suggested, as evidenced by this example comment:

“Knowing how to do it, accessing the data, need more education regarding obtaining quality data, lack of education around data quality and its importance, lack of leadership in ensuring data quality is a strategic goal lack of investment in tools to assist with data quality and making data visible to the business.”

**Understaffing/Workloads:** Commonly associated with Time in the responses was the tension between patient record management and patient acuity. Our analysis indicates that the higher the patient acuity, the less time the employee has for data entry, as exemplified by:

“Time, under staffed, casual staff, inadequate staffing levels, time constraints, secondary to high acuity of patients, different systems/duplicate documentation, constant changes in processes...”
5 DISCUSSION AND OUTLOOK

The aim of this study was to uncover detractors of high-quality data within EHRs by understanding the data quality perceptions and challenges that Nurse and Midwifery staff experience when using an EHR, within a healthcare setting. Through this study, we add to the current body of knowledge by offering further empirical insights in a field where minimal insights exist.

Our findings align with other studies in identifying data accuracy, reliability and timeliness as the dimensions of most importance to our study participants (Charnock 2019; Chen et al. 2014). The findings also indicated that time (workload), culture and the need for duplicated data entry are detractors from high-quality data; particularly within the context of a hybrid patient record. We also identified a lack of formal data quality education to be a cause of lower data quality outcomes. Uncertainty about roles and responsibilities of data management is also as a challenge when trying to escalate or resolve data quality issues.

The effects of time were identified as an issue in a similar study of midwives and perinatal data collection officers (Craswell et al. 2014b) where the researchers found that “participants reported that when they were busy or pressed for time, they enter less data into the perinatal data record” (P297). Ahituv et al. (1998) examined the effects of time pressures on the overall level of data quality, and demonstrated that as time pressures increase, individuals determine for themselves which pieces of information are more or less important than others, and look to reduce effort in some tasks, such as searching. This aligns with the notion that cognitive-fit (Vessey 2006) stems from a cost-benefit trade-off between the task to be performed, the availability of information and the level at which the information matches the task alongside the amount of time available to complete the task. As the complexity of a symbolic task increases, the decision maker may switch cognitive strategies from symbolic to spatial to reduce the time element (Vessey 1994). Similarly, the study by Murphy (2009) suggested that “a re-assessment of aspects, such as staffing ratios and work schedules, of those tasked with manual data acquisition” (P1885) may be required. Our study confirms time as an influencer of data quality in EHRs.

Our key findings indicate that although Nurses and Midwives are aware of data quality importance, they may not be confident in their level of knowledge (as seen by the indicated need for DQ training). This finding is also supported by suggestions in the open-ended responses that data quality knowledge was not prevalent and further education about data quality would be beneficial. Given that manual data entry remains a primary source of data acquisition for health IS (Sukumar et al. 2015), education about data quality dimensions should be included in any education involving information systems use. A key example that was drawn from these results includes Completeness and Accuracy as two data quality dimensions that measure the degree to which data matches its real-world object. Through the utilisation of these dimensions, educating data entry operators could frame learning to yield a greater understanding of the importance and value of quality data when instructing, which would lead to improved data quality outcomes. In the study of the New Zealand health system by Kerr et al. (2006) the researchers noted:

“...being aware of the importance of both education and training at all necessary stages and levels - training is essential to effect the culture change that must accompany the realisation of the importance of data quality” (P111)

Although education and training are recommended in data quality frameworks, EHR data quality education, and its effect, has not been studied thus far. This makes for a large gap in knowledge, and an identified opportunity for further research. The identification that education about secondary data usage (Safran et al. 2007) might yield improvements to data quality outcomes has become paramount to the suggestion of further investigation requirements. By doing so, a better understanding can be achieved surrounding the effects of data quality education on data quality outcomes (via a study of behaviours and outcomes).

A study examining the unintended consequences of EHR systems implementation (Vanderhook and Abraham 2017) summarises that “increased observation during implementation should be put on people, their values, norms, and the culture...” (P224), and notes that “the social and technical elements are deeply rooted and intertwined” (P224). There is little literature about the effects of culture on data quality outcomes, however, a study by Shanks and Corbitt (1999) stated that “social level data quality problems are highly relevant for organisations that are concerned with enterprise-wide or global information systems.” (P795). Through our survey results we find empirical support for culture as an influencer on data quality outcomes. It is notable however that further work is required to refine these behavioural aspects in order to form a model and approach that can be utilised in any organisation.
This study is not without limitations. The perception survey response rate was relatively low (n=79) and most respondents for the Nurse and Midwifery cohort were part-time. Their views may not represent the other role types adequately (full-time, contract, casual etc.); therefore, the results cannot rule out self-selection and non-response biases. Most of the respondents work within the same hospital, thus it is possible that people who have completed the survey could have influenced others. Despite these limitations, the responses were of good internal reliability (α=.9). The study was undertaken in a large, busy hospital and therefore subject to forces outside of the control of the research team. The results align with general research about data quality in healthcare, as well as specific research about perinatal data, Nursing and Midwifery. As noted by Dixon-Woods et al. (2012, P882) there is no ‘silver bullet’ to addressing data quality in healthcare, and multiple approaches are likely to be required. This includes data quality education, defining roles and responsibilities for data management, allowing more time for data entry or exploring technology solutions to assist with data entry (to maximise accuracy and improve accessibility), and ensuring input screens for manual data entry match the clinical pathways. These findings can be used in conjunction with other data quality frameworks and assessments to create a more holistic approach to identifying and managing data quality in healthcare.
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